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We’ve come a long way
OVS OVN is a critical path for Red Hat’s hybrid strategy

- Edge and distributed devices
- Network connection and telco
- Datacenter and public cloud
Let’s talk about how we are making progress...
...from AWS, to Azure, to OSP, to OCP—OVN and OVS keep working.
Hardware offload improvements
SmartNICs have evolved
Joint development upstream and downstream
It’s not just Red Hat—it’s a community

**OVS**

863 commits over the last 18 months—447 from Red Hat

**OVN**

750 commits over the last 18 months—486 from Red Hat

These are the people and communities who drive innovation
Open source is the innovation engine for the industry.
Thank you

Red Hat is the world’s leading provider of enterprise open source software solutions. Award-winning support, training, and consulting services make Red Hat a trusted adviser to the Fortune 500.